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« SCIENCE -W-ITH PRACTICE." 
lovva State Agricultural College, September, 1882. 
THERE IS A GOD. 
M. H.C. 
Peoples that have gone before us, 
The deeds that they have wrought on earth, 
Faets of life they've garnered for us 
Ere you and I were given birth, 
Show one grand truth, where'er man's trod 
History claims there's been a God. 
Not alone iu scenes historic, 
For brush and chiRel, verse and tongue, 
Poems grandly metaphoric, 
Music down the a1res run1r; 
These sound it over every sod, 
There is a God I There is a God ! 
Fair science, too, with bolder speech, 
Is braving donbt, and creed and priest, 
Speaks of no fact beyond her reach; 
From matter crude, from plant and beast, 
From heights and depths, where ne'er man trod 
She teaches well, There ls ~ God l 
More than all these, if man obeys 
The Law, temperate, just, divine, 
Peace shall abide in all his davs; 
But if he bow at satans shrine, 
Sol'row shall hang o'er paths he trod. 
Our neighbors fate reveals a God. 
Facts of the past, art and science, 
All teach a God; one other proof, 
Go, and alone with thy conscience 
Banish all save purity, truth. 
And stealing softly to thy heart 
Thy God is of th) self a nart. 
Go, skeptic kneel, and yielding live. 
The Divine Spirit, Heavenly DJve 
Shall give you, what naught else coult1 give, 
The purest knowledge of Gods low. 
We know not, till with God alone 




J. A. :;i,r. 
Let us look away from the present; forget 
that there is a Christ or a christian relig-
ion; forget America with all its embellish-
ments and civilization; forget every present 
influence and surrounding; turn our faces 
from the bright alluring future, and in fan-
cy, retread the dim corridors of the past. 
Entering its great halls, we see its alcoves 
filled with the ruins of kingdoms once 
strong and powerful. Its walls frescoed 
with the varied pictures of the strivings, de-
feats, and victories of the immortal minds 
struggling to free itself from the thralldom 
of ignorance and rise to the heights of free-
dom designed for it by its God. A freedom, 
for which the rise and fall of nations are but 
milestones in the path of its progress. 
In magnificence and historical interest, 
Egypt stands preeminent. Egypt, the land 
of art and science; the land of beauty and 
enchantment, of monuments aud ruins. 
Egypt, the most august and powerful na-
tion of antiquity, has its origin enveloped 
in clouds of doubt and superstition. And, 
only, as the breeze of research occasionally 
lifts the dark veil of oblivion, do we catch 
glimpses of its past history. 
But the silent grandeur of the pyramids 
tells us of the industry of her people; the 
~eiroglyphics on the obelisk speak of their 
lntelligence, and the character of her sover-
eigns is recorded in the carvings of tne ever-
lasting rocks, and in these we can read the 
tendency of the nati01i. 
'l'he ancient Egyptians were an indus-
trious, educated and powerful people. Their 
society consiftted of seven distinct casts, of 
which the priests and warriors held the high-
est rank. Then followed the agriculturists, 
merchants, artisans and mechanics. Trade 
andcommerce were extensiveand prospero•1s. 
Education in music, geometry and astrono-
my, was carried to a high degree of perfec-
result of such evils, the mind of the nation 
could not help but sink to a correspondingly 
low level. 
Religion is and has always been the key-
stone in the royal arch of government; and 
when corruption begins to weaken it, we 
know that the political power of that nation 
will soon begin to crumble. Religion and 
politics are as inseparable as the poles of 
the magnet. Their strength lies in their 
antagonism. 
If ancient Egypt had promised a pure and 
exalted religion, the prophecy that, "There 
shall be no more prince in the land of 
Egypt," would never have been uttered. 
But a government that rests on supersti-
tion can not and ought not to endure. And 
for over two thousand years Egypt has been 
under foreign jurisdiction. Of these foreign 
rulers the line of the Ptolmeys was most 
successful. Although they were of Greek 
origin, they so completely adapted themsel-
ves to the manners and customs of the peo-
ple, that during the latter part of their 
reign, they were as truly Egyptians as their 
subjects. 
Let us look at Egypt in the gorgeous 
autumn of declining power, before the win-
try frosts of foreign invasion had robbed her 
of all political distinction. The great uni-
verse rests under the dark chaotic cloud 
which preceded the dawni-ng of Christ's 
kingdom. A cloud which nothing but the 
bright beams of the star that is rising in the 
East, can dispel. Those beams whose flash-
ing radiance is awakening in the -west a 
new era in the world of thought, and in the 
the East is crumbling the foundation walls 
of idolatry: the falling of this great super-
structure will crush the mightiest empires 
into paving stones for christianity. 
The keynote of pagan philosophy will soon 
be lost in the glad anthem of the morning 
stars which shall echo and reecho the uni-
versal brotherhood of men. The whole world 
tion, but their religion was a gross supersti- is a political convulsion. _N"ation is warring 
tion. Its theory was not for the elevation against nation, and kingdom is struggling 
of the people, but merely a shield to hide the against kingdom. Famine and pestilence, 
deception and treachery of its priests. Its grim shadows of war with their train of evils 
outward demonstrations consisted of de- are stalking through the land. 
grading practices, and the worship of the Ont of this confusion the empire of Rome 
lowest a1!-d most disgusting animals. As a; is looming up in increasing strength and 
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dominion. Empires are reduced merely to 
satisfy its greed for power. However un-
just the exercise of this power may seem, 
the intermingling of foreign elements was 
of the utmost importance to christian civili-
zation. Egypt, from its natural and geo-
graphical advantages, became a coveted 
prize for Rome's ambition. Its position 
made it the outlet of a vast continent, and 
the gateway of commerce between the 
Orient and Occident. It possessed great 
national wealth, and its productive soil was 
annually renewed by the Nile. That won-
derful river which has a hidden source, 
breathes the spirit of mystery through the 
country-a spirit which rests on the hundred 
gates of Thebes, envelops the pyramids, 
wreathes the brow of the sphinx and climb-
ing the colossal shafts of the Obelisks 
spreads over the kingdom like a silvery mist, 
deluding the eye of investigation. The 
richness of her fields, the splendor of her 
cities, the magnificence of her architecture, 
all seem a fit dwelling place for the Gods. 
Surely sin and evil could never find a home 
in this land of beauty and enchantment. 
Oh! would that it were true! would that 
the virtue of ruler and subject might in-
crease in strength, as the kingdom increases 
in power. But it is ever true that virtue is 
not always found where we have every rea-
son to expect• it. Purity is found among 
the lowly, and crime finds a harbor among 
the exalted. But, Oh! Egypt, the blackest 
of all thy crimes is the-downfall of woman. 
The last ruler of the line of the Ptolmeys 
was Cleopatra-the proud, beautiful and 
ambitious young queen. Learned in all the 
mysteries of astrology and necromancy, a 
worshipper at the shrine of Osiris and Isis; 
she flashes witha meteoric b1ightness across 
the page of history, leaving nothing but a 
record of sin and shame. Iler education 
was entrusted to the avaricious priests who 
had become mere schemers for political 
power. Anh to their influence may be 
traced many of the evil traits of her charac-
ter. She was a woman of remarkable 
beauty. Iler symmetrical form, black eyes, 
raven hair and clear white complexion, all 
indicate southern luxuriance modified by 
northern intelligence. Iler power of fasci-
nation lay not in her beauty, but in her 
wonderful magnetism, and perfect under-
standing of the human mind. In disposi-
tion she was proud, arrogant and un-
principled. 
But her pride must be humbled. For the 
great Roman Triumver, Mark Antony, has 
conquered her kingdom, and demands the 
beautiful queen as a trophy of his victory. 
But, the wily Cleopatra has studied her con-
queror and prepared for a greater conquest. 
Nature is in sympathy with her, and has 
thrown all Egypt in the intoxication of a 
summer evening. The sluggish cydnus is 
under the influence of the oleanders and 
lotus flowers that deck its banks. The 
silvery moon reflected from the sable robe 
of night, forms the purple veil of twilight. 
'Tis a night for enchantment, and gazing 
on the sleepy river, what glory meets the 
eye? Is it real, or is it only the vagaries of 
the mind in the lithe of perfume? Look at 
the dazzling sight. Under a canopy of gold 
a lovely woman, clothed in the vesture of a 
goddess, is reclining on a rich purple couch, 
surrounded by cupids, fauns and sirens, all 
dazzling in the flashing myriads of colored 
lights. The silver bars keeping time with 
the entrancing music, gleam through the 
black waters like the flash of diamonds. 
Unconscious the silent people follow the 
fairy shell; but when the golden prow touch-
es the bank the spell is broken and they ex-
claim, "Our Queen! Our lovely Cleopatra!" 
Calmly she speaks, "Tell Mark Antony, I 
will go no farther, if he wants his captive 
he must meet her." 
·wm not this message rouse the anger of 
the fiery general? No, See! He is at her 
feet. The conqueror is conquered. The 
slave is the mistress. The master is a slave. 
The most crushing of all bondage, and the 
frttering of the human will. Oh, Antony! 
Egypt is a costly prize. EYerything that 
exalts life and made man worthy of his God, 
must be sacrificed on the altar which thou 
hast erected. No more shall Home tremble 
at the eloquence of her great statesman. No 
more shall the retreating cry of the barbar-
ian proclaim the success of thy geneaalship. 
Dnt the despairing cry "Dying, Egypt, 
dying,'' shall reecho thy sin and shame 
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down through the never ending cycles of 
time. Sympathy and pity may well throw 
the will of charity over thy career, and 
leave thee to the judgments of thy God. 
But, why must the spirit of Cleopatra still 
allure and entice the Antony of to-day into 
Egypt'? Are there not fairer provinces, the 
possession of which will elevate and dig-nify 
and not demoralize and degrade the immor-
tal mind? Can nothing but the despairing 
cry of a soul that is ruined and lost arouse 
reason from the control of passion r So long 
as Antony will invade, Egypt with her own 
hands, will she bury her victims. 
In far away Egypt, neath the pitying 
shadows of the pyramids, unconscious of 
the tumult around them, Antony and Cleo-
patra, side by side, are sleeping in an un-
known grave. No monument marks the 
place, but ages ago their epitaph was written 
by a great prophet. "Go up into Gilead, 
and take balm O virgJn, the daughter of 
Egypt, in vain shall thou use many medi-
cines; for thou shall not be cured. The na-
tions have heard of thy shame, and thy cry 
hath filled the land; for the mighty man 
hath stumbled against the mighty and they 
they are fallen together." 
nothing new added, only new forms have 
sprung out of the old materials; so that we 
can say, originality was lost in antiquity. 
The ancestral blood courses our veins; we 
have become heirs of their constitutional 
and mental traits; the thoughts and wisdom 
of our parents surrounded our cradle, and 
the very air in which we moved was infused 
with the good and bad of preceding genera-
tions. ,v e learned to read under their su-
pervision, their books we consumed as our 
mental food, and before we were aware, we 
had become plagiarists and were constantly 
copying;-hence absolute originality appears 
to be impossible. We are continually ming-
ling with the thoughts of others, their wis-
dom echoes in our souls, and from all parts 
we consciously and unconsciously gather 
knowledge. The collected fragments, we 
put into new forms, and thus we construct 
new images out of old materials. It appears 
that the products of imagination would be 
original, as no other mind would undergo 
the same process. But what does the mind 
dor-itmakes new pictures out of previously 
collected materials. 
Every writer is more or less a literary res-
urrectionist. He does not not create but 
constructs. Can the bee make honey with-
OUIGIN ALITY. out robbing the roses'? Can a house be built 
In this age of letters, where we are sur- without materials. or the architect make his 
rounded by literary works of all sorts, and plans without principles of construction r Is 
discussions of all kinds call our attention; the growth of fruit less original because its 
we feel inclined to doubt the originality of materials came from the soil and surround-
the many wonderful and profound thoughts. ing air, or the rainbow less original because 
We speak of some as being "original think- it reflects the light of the sun'? The only 
ers," and others as always having some originality in our present day, is the vitaliz-
"original thoughts." What do we really ing of existing materials. Originality as it 
mean, when we say, an original thinker or exists to-day, is the reproducing from ex-
writer? What signification do we give the perience and reflection of old ideas. Dante 
word original'? Is there such a thing as Milton, and Shakespeare were not pure in-
pure and absolute originality in letters and ventors, but borrowed largely from lesser 
thought? If we mean something absolutely poets that preceded them. "All that they 
new in science, art, action, or method; it is had read, as well as all they had ever seen 
certain that originality does not exist. 'l'he went into the mill; and what genius did was 
first germ of thought began to blossom in to turn tne wheel and make the grain into 
prehistoric ages; it soon developed into deti- flour." Probably tlw best sign of original-
nite form; and since then, it has not in- ity, is the ability of developlng an old 
creased by the addition of absolutely new thought so fruitfully that no one ever saw 
material, but is continually undergoing. S'.) mnch in it before. Or, we are original 
changes under the princinles of evolution. I when we take ~he tho~g!1ts in their infancy 
Like matter in the universe, there has been and rear them mto fruitfulness. Some one 
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has defined originality as recasting, and that 
word will probably explain the whole pro-
cess of literary production. 
justment is the onlv thing necessary to reg-
ulate its sound; without the movement of 
the surrounding air, it is still and silent. 
'!'here has undoubtedly been no invention 
absolutely original. The steam engine had 
a life history of two thousand years, before 
the name of ·watts was heard. Our modern 
harvesting machine, the self-binder, has 
gradually evolved from the simple reaping-
hook. The theory of evolution was thought 
of long before Darwin interduced its key-
stone "survival of the fittest." In the same 
way, all inventions, theories, and leading 
thoughts, have gradually evolved from the 
simple to the more complex, under the prin-
ciples of evolution. Tne same is true in lit-
erature and philosophy. The play of Ham-
let was written long before Shakespeare 
wrote his famous tragedy of the same name. 
Poe's '"ghastly, grime, and ancient raven" 
croaked to Albert Pike before it sat above 
Poe's chamber door. Casuality, freedom of 
the will, and immortality of the soul, was 
discussed by the ancient as well as the mod-
ern philosophers. A river has its source in 
many springs, so, a leading thought has its 
origin in many minor thoughts. Goethe 
held the opinion that there is nothing we 
can claim as our own, but energy, strength, 
and volition. 
As we have so little in ourselves that we 
can call our own, it is only by re-arranging 
and remoulding the results of reading and 
reflection that we can avoid the betrayal of 
our intellectual feebleness. It strikes a ten-
der chord of human vanity, when we are 
compelled to believe that there is nothing 
originai in us; that we subsist on materials 
furnished by other minds, and constantly 
recombine and build new out of old. 
But what is it that makes the difference 
between the "deep thinker" and 
"shallow minded?" Is it not so much the 
conception of brilliant ideas, as the judg-
ment that discriminates their value, and the 
skill and strength that mould them into 
forms and arrange them into a system. The 
poet or sculpture that fixes in words or 
carves in stone the ideas of gone ages,-heis 
called great. 
The mind is an lEolian harp; the gentle 
breezes of thought as they pass through its 
chords, set it to vibrating, and a proper ad-
Thought is the universal property of the 
human mind. But it can be said that the 
particular thought belongs to him who uses 
it with the best results, in science, art, or 
industry, as an invention belongs to him who 
first applies it. It is no less honor to him 
wno made the invention because he utilized 
principles that he had not originated him-
self; nor should we distract any credit from 
the persons who possess a store of knowl-
edge and can write an able treatise or make 
a sound and logical argument, because he 
has gathered his information from other 
sources. The true merit of a writer or 
thinker lies in his ability to present his 
thoughts. The best authors give a kaleido-
scopic view of their ideas,-any change in 
their words or line of argument gives us a 
new view of the same subject. We should 
not be discouraged because we have been 
born in an age whose thoughts have been 
thought long before our arrival; but rather 
reJoice that we are so situated that we can 
become workers in the mine of human wis-
dom and understanding; and that we can 
delve into the strata of knowledge that has 
accumulated during the geological ages of 
human intelligence. 
THE POWER OF IMAGINATION. 
C.H. K. 
All things in nature have a constant ten-
dency to rise to their tme position. 
StartiRg at the lowest forms of life, and 
ascending the two great branches of anima-
tion, we find a continued advance from the 
lower to the higher. The beginnings of life 
seem not content with their low order of ex-
istence, but by a proper survival turn over, 
as it were, their fittest qualities, to some be-
ing next higher; and thus a gradual ad-
vancement is kept up through the entire 
chain of created forms, till we reach the 
highest and strongest link, man. 
But the progression does not stop here. 
Man is not satisfied with the wonderful 
power of the intellect as it grasps and real-
izes all things, either of use or beauty, but 
he must still reach out beyond himself and 
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endeavor to comprehend the unreal and 
imaginary. 
Here, stepping from the field of fact into 
the unknown wilderness of imagination, he 
wanders for a time in unexpected bliss. He 
opens his eyes and beholds himself once 
more as he is. He again darts with more 
than lightning speed into realms of mysti-
cism and his imagery becomes again com-
plete. In his dream, he visits the over-
flowing Nile, the historic scenery of Persia 
stands out before hirn, he tramps the streets 
of mighty Rome, he mounts the towering 
pyramids, he plucks a flower from the hang-
ing gardens of Babylon, or he sails beneath 
the bestriding colossus of Rhodes. Wafting 
his way across the stormy brine, he hovers 
over the roaring Niagara, sweeps across 
America's vast plains, scaling mountains 
and scanning valleys. Up, like a spirit, he 
has gone heavenward, there to commune 
with infinity, and falls to his clay and its 
weakness like a flashing meteor. This is 
but one easy flight of imagination and is 
made with the corning and going of one light 
and shadow upon the plate of conscious-
ness. 
The vast work accomplished by the power 
of the imagination is truly wonderful. All 
knowledge of physics and chemistry is based 
upon the various hypotheses established by 
imagination. The chemist combines and 
weighs the atoms and molecules of each 
body with the same ease that he would mar-
bles. The physicist explains the transmis-
sion of so_und by the aerial wave theory; 
he brings the beam of light from. the sun 
through the thin ether. These-are the re-
sults of imagination and are the bases upon 
which their phenomena are explained. 
Viewing the real through the telescope of 
imagination, we are able to comprehend 
greater beauty in an obiect than when seen 
with our own shortsightedness. Dull tints 
are made to glow with brightness, and small 
beauty is magnified into wonder. Pleasures 
are augmented by its power, and the past is 
pictured to our mind with perfect exactness. 
The future is brought to focus within our 
field of vision and we are lured on by its 
beautiful picture to gain a brilliant victory. 
Once remove the powers of imagination, 
and how soon will the future grow dark be-
fore us and we despair for the want of an 
airn in life. Hope, and hope alone, can sup-
port the drooping spirit that is going down 
into the troubled waters of life. The de-
spairing mind is caught up by the life-boat 
of hope and transported safely through the 
storm. 
Why all the toil and strife that fills the 
world with successr Could we suffer the 
outrageous wrongs of life, and still go · on 
comparatively happy if there were not some-
thing to lead us on r This is imagination-
the forerunner of events. This is the guid-
ing star to prosperity. Give it culture, give 
it freedom-not to impossibilities, but to 
success in reality. 
============ It is thought that the demand for a cheap 
insulating material has been met by the 
discovery of a method by which wood, saw-
dust, cotton waste, paper pulp and many 
other fibrous substances can be converted 
into a material perfectly impervious to 
moisture and acids, easily moulded under 
pressure into any shape, and capable of be-
ing worked or cut into any form. This 
material is an excellent non-conductor of 
electricity and can be used for all forms of 
of battery cells, telegraph insulations, sup-
port for electric light leads, and telephone 
work. It affords the means of securing 
perfect insulation at a very much less 
cost than ebonite or gutta percha. 
At a recent meeting of the German Tech-
nical Society, Dr. Constantine Fahlburg 
read an mteresting paper describing a scien-
tific research which had resulted in his dis-
covery of a new body, possessing to an emi-
nent degree the property of sweetness. The 
new substance would be called in chemical 
language-'anhydrosulph-amin-benzoic acid." 
It is a white crystalline substance, very sol-
uble in alcohol, but only slightly soluble 
in water, and has the property of sweetness 
to such an eminent degree that the merest 
trace of the alcoholic solution in water suf-
fices to impart a distinctly sweet taste to it. 
The discoverer estimates that it has twenty to 
thirty times the sweetness of cane sugar. 
He thinks that the new substance may 
come in time, to many important technical 
uses. -Ginn . .A rt. 
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SC IE NT IF IC. The distinction between the North and 
the South, the East and West is being wiped 
PROF. MORSE AND HIS INVENTION. ou~. People in one part of the country know 
BY n. E. ACON. daily the transactions of the people in an-
This is a practical age. This is an age in ot_her pa~t. They become better acquainted 
which men of science are seeking after with thell' method of living and doing busi-
those things which can be immediately ness, and conform their transactions to 
thrown into common use, and thereby bene- them, and the former strifes and distinctions 
fit the masses. Things that can be irnrne- founded on the ignorance of the one for th~ 
diately applied to the duties of every day other, are fast fading away. 
life are the important things and those that But, perhaps you say we are making a sad 
are most desired by the people. He is a mistake m praising the invention of the 
benefactor to the people and to the world electro-magnetic telegraph above the inven-
who does the greatest good for the greatest ti~n of the steam engine and that is the only 
number. The man, who by his inventive thmg that can compare with it in the point 
genius gives something to the world that is of usefulness. But we think not. The steam 
beneficial to all classes in all positions of engine, as applied to our railroads to-day, 
life, is a true benefactor. Such a man should would be as useless without the telegraph as 
have the admiration and esteem of all peo- the engine itself would be without the steam. 
ple in all lands. We are unjust many times It would be an utter impossibility to run 
in the appreciation of men's services, and trains as we run them to-day without death 
especially those of scientific men. For in- and disaster on every hand. The whole rail-
stance a man who has won a few laurels on road system would become a bedlam of con-
the battlefield, will receive the highest hon- fusion and disorder, resulting in misery to 
ors a people can give him for eight years; be the masses, were it not for the complete 
carried upon the shoulders of the people of control man has over the ponderous iron 
all nations around the world, and then after horse through the reins of electricity (the 
he has received all this will return home, ~legraph.) Were it not for the telegraph 
step into the Chicago convention and cry Imes as used on our railroads, collision 
for more. ·while on the other hand a truer would follow collision, disaster would follow 
nobler, better man will struggle for years t~ disaster, murder would follow murder, and 
benefit the world, and does benefit her. He the _scheme of railroads would be legislated 
gives something to the world that will make ag~mst, pronounced a complete failure and a 
every man richer, wiser and happier. we -thmg of the past. We think the time would 
grasp the man's efforts, are benefitted, and come u1:1der these conditions when it would 
never give a passing thought to him who did be considered a greater crime to invent and 
us the service. build a steam engine than it now is to invest 
We are a selfish pr.ople. We get all we and build an infernal machine. But as it 
can and give as little in return as possible. n~w is the t~ain master can sit in his office 
"\Ve do not appreciate men's efforts we w1th the assistance of the telegraph and run 
never have realized the fact that tiie man his trains, heavily burdened with precious 
who invented the electro-magnetic telegraph souls, from station to station, from state to 
as the greatest benefactor the world ever st~te, and from ocean to ocean without the 
new. The man that has done more for the sl~ghtest danger or accident. We do not 
civilization and advancement of the world wish to detract from the merits of the steam 
than any other man. The man that has engine but we do wish to add to the merits 
bound the people of the world together as ?f the electric telegraph, which we think is 
one people. The man that has made the JUStly done. 
Eastern and the Western continent as one. I sa~ we are a selfish people, we do not 
The boundary line between nation and na- appreciate or realize the benefit we get daily 
tion is torn down; their interests become from the electric telegraph. We would not 
common and beat as one have had,even at this late day, a fullknowl-
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edge of the Egyptian troubles were it not for 
telegraphic cable. 
There are thousands of men, I doubt if 
many will read this, who do not appreciate 
to the extent that they should the efforts 
put forth by scientific men for their benefit. 
I have actually seen men who would grum-
ble because you would charge them twenty-
five cents for notifying their own brother, a 
thousand miles away, that his mother was 
dead. 
A man living in the nineteenth century 
not appreciating an effort put forth for him-
self to any further degree than the above 
man is not fit to have the name of man and 
much less to be called a citizen of free and 
int{llligent America. 
Prof. Samuel F. B. Morse, the inventor 
of the electro-magnetic telegraph was born 
in the latterpartof the eighteenth century, 
soon after the close of the revolutionary 
war, a time when the American people 
were struggling from the effects of a terri-
ble stroke. We find Prof . .Morse through 
all these trying times working constantly in 
an educational field. He graduated from 
Yale in 1810 at the age of 19. llis desires 
ran to a study of the arts, but he was a thor-
ough reader and a thoughtful student in the 
scientific field. While in Europe the second 
time, studying painting, he was elected to a 
professorshipin the University of New York 
city, and immediately returned to take 
charge of his new position. While on board 
one day. in conversation with a gentleman, 
he learned of a new discovery just made cer-
tain by experiment, and that was that a cur-
rent of electricity had been made to pass 
through a wire of great length. With this 
and the knowledge of the fact that a current 
of electricity passed in a coil of wire around 
a piece of soft iron will make a magnet 
that will attract metal, and when the cur-
rent is broken the soft iron lost its mag-
netism and the metal will cease to be acted 
upon. These are the two principles with 
which Prof. Morse worked. Walking the 
deck of his ship and swinging in his ham-
mock he revolved this mighty question in 
his mind and before the ship in which he 
sailed had landed on American shores, he 
had built to his own satisfaction the mental 
picture of the electro-magnetic telegraph. 
A.fter his arrival in America he continued 
experimentation and proved beyond a doubt 
the success of his invention. Wishing to 
test his invention on an actual line and not 
having the necessary finances, he applied to 
congress for help, but of no avail. Most of 
the legislators laughed at the idea and some 
would not even listen to him. Some went 
so far as to say that if the government made 
appropriations for telegraphy they should 
also make appropriations for the scientific 
investigation of mesmerism, and a bill was 
introduced to that effect. Congress did not 
act. He, like Columbus, being refused in 
one country went to others, but he was re-
ceived on all hands coldly. The poor man 
was compelled, after long and tedious search 
to return and once more ask help from the 
American congress. They were long in act-
ing, and only acted, according to history, to 
get the subject off their hands. 
At ten o'clock on the night his bill was 
carried Prof. Morse left the legislative halls 
at Washington disheartened and discour-
aged. He could stay no longer for his fi-
nances had reached the zero point and he 
prepared to return home in the morning. On 
the following morning as he was making 
preparations for departure, he was notified 
by a little girl of the passage of his bill at a 
very late hour the night before. The old 
gentleman, for such he was at that time, was 
much pleased and said to the little maiden, 
"If such be so, yours shall be the first mes-
sage to pass over the new line.'' 
Operations were immediately begun and 
a line was constructed between Washing-
ton and Baltimore. The first line was laid 
in lead pipes in the ground, but did not 
prove successful. They were then raised on 
poles and a better method has never been 
found since. 
When all was in readiness the professor 
sent for the little girl. Iler message was 
sent. It was this: "What hath God 
wrought?" This question went flying 
through the wire with the speed of the light-
ning. The same question passed through 
the mind of every man, and was answered 
to none. No one could tell '' What hath 
God wrought ?" 
This was the germinating seed of the elec-
tric telegraph. It has grown to amonstrous 
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size, until now the whole earth is encircled 
with its tendrils of iron. 'l'he advancement 
in the electric telegraph has been great. At 
the time of the invention but one telegram 
could be sent over a single wire at the same 
time. Now two and four messages can be 
sent over a single wire at the same time with 
perfect ease. At the time of thA invention 
the dots and dashes were registered on pieces 
of paper aud read by the human eye. To-
day the dots and dashes are given to the air 
whose vibrations are caught by the ear of 
the operator and recorded by the pen in legi-
ble English. And still people continue to 
ask themselves, "What hath God wrought ?" 
TUE CHINESE CUSTOM. 
They are extensive subjects and our pow-
er of dispensation a limited one. Their 
religion, social forms, manners and cus-
toms are alike almost unknown. Births will 
afford little subject for remark. Suffice it 
to say that if the offspring is a boy, there is 
particular rejoicing, and the mother! will 
go to temple frequented by her family and 
offer thanks to Tien How, the queen of 
heaven. This is generally followed by a 
banquet of more or less magnificence ac-
cording to the possessions of the family. 
After the festival the relatives of the child 
present it with articles of gold or silver hav-
ing inscribed on them characters signifying 
long life, honor and felicity. It is then giv-
en a temporary name to be used by the fam-
ily, aud not until it is four years old, and, 
ready to begin its education does it get its 
permanent name. 
They have been charged with infantcide,but 
the facts are no more such crime is committed 
there than in our country. It is only some 
of the lower classes that do this. It is very 
important that the lives of male children be 
preserved as they are compelled to support 
their parentswhen they become old, and con-
duct the worship at the tomb. 
In denying infantcide it is necessary to 
make one exception. This is among the 
Tankia or boat population, who destroy the 
invalids with great cruelty saying the evil 
spirit of another religion or race has taken 
the place of their offspring and is simply 
concurring unnecessary expense. 'rl1e ex-
cessive formalties of a marriage almost en-
tirely exclude them from the world. The 
marriage among the Tankia people comes 
something like the following manner. ·•In 
harvest time any man who wishes to marry 
goes into the next field and gathers a little 
sheaf of rice which he fastens to one of his 
oars. Then, when he is in the presence of the 
Tankia girl of his choice, he puts his oar 
into the water and goes several times around 
the boat belonging to the girl of his affect-
ions. The next day if the latter accept his 
homage she, in her turn, fastens a bunch of 
flowers to her oar and comes rowing about 
near her betrothed." The relatives on both 
sides assemble on board the girl's boat; 
there is a general feast, a great firing of 
fire crackers, beating of tomtons and the 
burning of joss papers to frighten off evil 
spirits, the cup of union is drank together 
and the ceremony is at an end. The rice is 
emblematic of support promised by the man, 
the flowers of the happiness offered by 
the woman. Among the pure Chinese 
the affair is much longer and a more 
serious one. It is rare that a couple see 
each other prnvious to betrothal. The only 
thing that we have space to mention is that 
among the presentations there is always a 
pair of geese, not sent as in America by 
some hag or irreclaimed bachelor as a re-
flection on the intellectual state of his friend 
but as an emblem of domestic unity and 
affection. The ladies too, in China, as well 
as elsewhere, indulge in a little fashionable 
crying on the occasion. Up to the time of 
the arrival of the bride to her own home, she 
is kept closely veiled. Then the veil is re-
moved and she and her husband drink from 
the two cups of bitter and sweet that are 
prepared for the occasion. The following 
six days are devoted to formal receptions. 
Such ceremonies are not only for the first 
wife and as many as the man can buy for ser-
vants will be chosen from a lower class and 
married with much less formality. Even in 
this land it is often the case that bitter pre-
dominates over the sweet and the geese 
boon in the marriage procession are em-
blematical of some thing else besides domes-
tic affection. Divorces are not a rarity but 
the law to that is one of mercy and not too 
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rigid. Their is one dissolution of marriage 
that is not overpowered by law-that whieh 
is affected by the hand of death. The will-
ow is not forbidden to remarry but she loses 
many privileges in doing so and such cases 
are seldom found. 
As the last hour of life draws near. the 
relatives wander around the house crying 
and beating the gong and shooting 
fire crackers to drive away the evil 
spirits that are supposed to be prowl-
ing around to sieze upon the departing soul 
as soon as it has left the body, while inside 
upon the filming eye the smoke of the 
ever burning insense with death's great shad-
ow. The door is hung with white drapery 
and down each lintel hangs a scroll of white 
upon which appear funeral inscriptions in 
blue. The company following the corpse to 
to the nearest spring or river, utter the 
most dismal sounds that human inven-
tion could appropriate. Instead of immedi-
ate burial, the coffin is covered with white 
and watched for twenty-one days. On 
reaching the grave some religious ceremonies 
are performed, large quantities of silver and 
guilt paper, are placed to supply the wants of 
the departed in his journey to the spirit land. 
The coffin is interred and the ancestral 
tablet is taken back to the ancestral hall 
where they will leave it until the return of 
the period of the worship of the dead, lead 
us back to the now closing grave. 
OOLITIC FORMATIO:N'. 
Mr. F. ,v. Putnam in giving an account of 
a visit he made some time ago to the :Mam-
moth Cave, remarks that in one of the newly 
discovered chambers, he noticed that a 
great many fragments of what were once 
stalactites and small pieces that were broken 
from the walls of the cave and had fallen 
into a little pool, were worn round and 
smooth by constant attraction occasioned 
d1:opping of water from the high ceiling of 
the chamber. If it should happen that 
the dropping should stop, as it will in all 
probability be the case. and the water in the 
pool evaporate leaving the lime to crystallize 
around these small pebbles. A conglomer-
ate would beformed which would have some 
resemblance to ooltic limestones. Calling 
attention to the formation of "cave pearls" 
which he had found in Grand Avenue Cave 
some years ago, he remarked that should 
such a mass of pearl like lime concretions, 
as were found in the last named cave, 
ever be cemented together the resem-
blance to the oolitic would be very marked. 
He also further says that while he does not 
wish to be understood as stating that the 
oolitic limestones were formed in this way, 
he could not help thinking that a rock of 
similar appearance might be locally so pro-
duced under the conditions he had observed. 
-Pop. Sc. 
=-~~~~~--~=-----_-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ 
.MISCELLANY. 
The Mexican Congress has granted the 
exclusive privilege to the Bell Telephone 
Co. to sell and operate their instruments in 
.Mexico. 
Spirits of Turpentine are now made from 
sawdust and refuse of the saw mills. The 
extraction is made by a sweating process and 
yields fourteen gallons of spirits, three or 
four of resin and a quanity of tar per pound. 
The order of the turpentine i;; somewhat 
different from that produced by distilla-
tion. 
A new use for glass has been recently 
developed in its institution for marble tops 
of tables and dressing cases. A Pittsburg 
firm has turned out slabs of glass that are 
said to be a perfect imitation of the latter 
while they admit of decorations of various 
designs, both in form and color. 
A manufactory of transparent porcelain 
-the first established in this country-has 
recently been started in New o:rleans. The 
proper kaoli11 has recently been discovered 
in Hobertson County, Texas. The first lot 
of ware turned out was very satisfactory. 
We hear that from one of the chief nap-
tha wells in Russia, the liquid shoots up 
from a fountain, and has formed a lake four 
miles long and one and one-quarter wide. 
Its depth is not very great however, being 
only about two feet. This enormous sur-
face of imflamable liquid recently became 
ignited presenting an imposing specta-
cle. thick black clouds of smoke being light-
ed up by the lurid glare of the immense cent 
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MosT of the Colleges are now throwing 
their halls open and are beginning another 
year's work. In many of them the new edi-
torial staffs are taking up their duties in 
connection with the colle_ie papers. They, 
in our opinion, will receive no small amount 
of pleasure and benefit from handling the 
students journals. 1Ve hope soon to have 
our usual large number of exchanges before 
us. And we are confident that many of 
them will be rich in thought and neat in ar-
rangement. We are of the opinion that stu-
dents' papers should be the exponents of 
literary societies in colleges and that in-
stead of a few representing the interest 
taken in the journal that manifested interest 
should be shown by all and the paper made 
to reach a high standard, both in the thought 
and composition of the subject matter-it con-
tains. Then the united efforts of the stu-
dents should be in a direction that would 
necessarily require it to maintain a high 
standing in college journalism. 
A few of our students seem to regret that 
the I. A. C. baud boys did not furnish music 
for the State .Fair this year and also that the 
military boys did not do guard duty. The 
opinion of the AURORA is that it is far bet-
ter that such is not the case. There cer-
tainly is no advantage to be gained by stu-
dents who are in the habit of doing hard 
study. by going out on the fair groimds and 
doing the work they must do, for a week. 
Several days while making preparations, the 
student neglects his study more or less, the 
the week he is absent is lost and then sever-
al days before everything is running 
smoothly again. This has been the case, 
generally speaking. While the AURORA IS 
of the opinion that military departm"ents are 
essential to institutions of learning and that 
we may well consider ourselves fortunate, 
having such a man as Gen. Geddes at the 
head of the department here, it does not 
think It necessary or proper to have a lot of 
boys sworn as police and have them act as 
such on the fair grounds during the time the 
State Agricultural Association is holding 
its fair. 
lT was with a good deal or pleasure that 
we read the following in the editorial col-
umns of the Iowa Homestead: 
"During the absence of President Welch 
in Europe, his place at the head of the fac-
ulty of the Iowa Agricultural College will 
be filled by Professor C. E. Bessey, the 
vice-president. Professor Bessev is not 
only nu fmt in the discharge of ·his own 
duties, but he is a man of fine executive 
ability, as well as a large experience in 
college adminstration and management. 
While he is positive and clear in his own 
opm10n, he is at tile same time blessed 
with a genial nature which enables him to 
discharge his duties in a very pleasant and 
agreeble manner. We shall therefore ex-
pect to set: our great Industrial College 
moving right along in its customµry pro-
gressive way during the absence of its vet-
eran "wheel horse," provided always that 
it is not assailed by another tornado!" 
It is true the students miss the President 
very mnch and will welcome him back to 
the 9011e~e 01!- his retnrn, prepared to ap-
preciate Ins efforts in behalf of the institu-
tion to a greater degree perhaps than ever 
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before. But, the whole-souled manner, if 
we may use the expression, in which Prof. 
Bessey meets all with whom he comes in 
contact, certainly makes his work agreeable 
to all. .And the degree of firmness exercised 
in holding the executive reins over the col-
lege will~certainly enable us to move along 
with much profit until the end of the school 
year. 
THE Iowa Academy of Science held a 
semi-annual meeting at this institution on 
Tuesday evening Sept. 5. Invitations were 
extended to the Senior and Junior classes 
and most of them gladly availed themselves 
of the opportunity of attending. Prof. Bes-
sey called the meeting to order and after a 
few brief and well chosen remarks, he an-
nounced that "Electrlcity as a Motor" 
would be given by Prof. Macomber. This 
was interesting as it showed clearly the rap-
id strides science has made in controlling 
and utilizing electricity. 
Prof. Arthur was then introduced, and he 
proceeded to give us a talk on "The N osto-
caceous Algae in the waters of Minnesota." 
This gained the close attention of everyone 
present as the plant is supposed to be, in a 
certain stage, fatal to animals drinking the 
water in which they are found. Sketches 
were drawn and the different stages of de-
velopment were shown. The Prof., after 
examining closely the different stages of 
growth is confident that the plant at a cer-
tain age has an appearance something simi-
lar to a very minute burr and that at this 
time if many of them are swallowed by the 
animals, they have the effect of paralyzing 
the membranes of the alimentary canal. 
The next paper was read by Mr. Osborn. 
It consisted of carefully prepared "Notes on 
Threpidre, with descriptions of four new 
species." Mr. Osborn convinced us all that 
he possesses the love for facts and also 
the tact of carefnlly grouping. them that 
characterizes so many scientists. He cer-
tainly is rapidly mastering the subject of 
Entomology. 
Prof. Macomber here gave us som:i inter-
esting facts concerning the "Ice action on 
Spirit Lake. He seems to think that here 
are indications for a much higher level than 
at present. In many points the Prof. does 
not seem to agree with Prof. White, as he 
has expressed himself in his geology of 
Iowa. 
With his usual enthusiasm Prof. Bessey 
then took up the subject "Primary leaves of 
the White Pine." He has made some inter-
esting as well as valuable observations con-
cerning the growth of the pine under diffi-
culties. The Prof seems to have proven 
that by properly pruning he can produce a 
case of reversion. The white pine when so 
handled resemble very much the spruce. 
A few remarks were then made by Mr. 
Osborn on the ~'Organs of taste in Hemop-
tera." Following this were papers on the 
tornado of June 17th, by Profs. Macomber 
and Thomson. They discussed the move-
ment, the velocity, the cause of the tornado 
and advanced many ideas that interested an 
audience that showed through the entire 
programme, by their close attention, they 
were capable of appreciating a thoroughly 
scientific meeting of scientists. 
STUDENTS are liable to acquire many 
habits that are of no great advantage to 
them. We think of none so hurtful and dis-
gusting as gathering in groups and discuss-
i11g unimportant subjects and the actions of 
class and schooimates. Often we hear sub-
jects discussed that are better untouched 
and frequently they are disagreeable to 
many. The worst is not the unpleasantness 
that may arise at the time but it is the effect 
that must be felt through life. To cultivate 
the habit is to countenance that which is 
useless and indolent. No stt1dent can af-
ford to waste his time when gaining an edu-
cation for he is then borrowing habits that 
will cling to him through life. Negligence 
and laziness in youth means to any person 
failure in later years. There is no student 
who does not desire to look back over the 
path he has travelled as one of steady im-
provement from the beginning to the end. 
He desires to feel that what has been done 
has been well done. This certainly can not 
be done by wastmg time and neglecting to 
cultivate habits that will fit him for a man 
of business in the world. We have a course 
of study, bnt aside from that we should have 
a course of reading. The time thus spent 
cannot help being in the future a source of 
pleasure as well as pn,fit. It is hard to es-
timate the amount of work a student could 
accomplish if the time spent in uselessly 
gossipmg was devoted to any elevating line 








- When you get there. 
- Fai1 weather for all. 
-Latest Slang; In some re'spects. 
-No shooting until further orders. 
-Did Romeo and Juliet ever get Wiery? 
-The f-a-r-e, fare, grows better and bet-
ber. 
-The woods are putting on their holiday 
attire. 
-General query; How many days did you 
get offl' 
-Song of a Senior.-.Merrilly we roll 
-Some young lady has discovered the 
way her sex may attend a lecture, free of 
cost; viz: be wise, pleasant and crimp your 
hair. 
-The principal amusement of the ladies 
this term is to pet a yellow and white 
specimen of the feline tribe and say,. "Poor 
Kitty." 
-More than one stndent seems to have 
discovered that "bread and milk is the the 
best food for children" on Sunday evenings 
at least. 
-The students had the pleasure of gazing 
on a juvenile tornado cloud one evening; 
fortunately, it disappeared before doing any 
damaP-e. 
-A merry crowd of Des Moines young 
people came up to the college a short time 
ago, to visit friends and enjoy themselves 
generally, 
along. 
-Sorry to see freshman 
Sopomores bad example. 
-The melancholy days 
straight-way will appear. 
lads following -Our little Professor of Mathematics 
asked his mother one day if humbugs were 
yellow. Wonder if he has'nt seen some of 
are come, as our squash. 
-Rainbows seem to be all the style lately, 
both in the heavens above and on tlrn earth 
beneath. 
-Co rnmdrum: Wt1y is the Bachelor Soci-
ety like a horse!' Ans. Because it has a 
Ma(y)ne. 
-It's too bad our brave,well-trained young 
soldiers aren't allowed to "show off" at the 
-A certain young lady revenges herself 
on the proctor by asking him to help capture 
her entomological specimens; of course he 
can't refuse. 
-If all the boys "turn out" as well as some 
of those who exercise their muscle on that 
turning pole, we'll have a model set of stu-
dents ere long. 
fair, this year. -The cottage boys are becoming so used 
-Girls, it pays to be independent; if you to having girls take dinner with them that 
don't believe it, ask a certain freshman lady they don't mind it any more at all, Rather 
for her opinion. lik it we believe. 
-Since the supply of rain water suddenly -They had been to town to see the Presi-
failed, those little tin-pails are borrowed by dent off on his tour to Europe. He was 
the boys to "a fishin" in. itemizing his expenditures and put it down 
-Sophomore lady, innocently, "Professor, -buss, 20 cents. 
do insects generally hybernate during the -Prof. of Zoology: "How long do frogs 
winter':'" rerfect silence. retain their gills." 
-We would suggest to any young gen- Wise Sophomore. "Simply through the 
tlemen who are becoming tired of life that mud-puppy stage." · 
they indulge in a game of leap frog. I -The Bachelors have such good strong 
-What a mistake about the band being cow;titutions that they can miss their suppers 
reorganized; it wasn't that at all we heard, I with a good grace whenever stern necessity 
but a horn, four violins and a mouth organ. compels them to. 
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-Cottagers who love to go serenading 
should be reminded that young ladies some-
times empty the contents of their water 
pitcher out of the window. 
-Good apples throwers have gotten into 
the habit of putting "lights out" quite too 
early. They must remember that oue ex-
treme is just as bad as another. 
-Oh, the disappointed look which came 
over a Senior's face as he saw that water 
melon upon which all his gaze was centered, 
quietly deposited on the next table. 
-The boys seem· able to play ball 
with their feet nearly as well as with their 
hands, and that is saying a good deal. Ask 
the Ames Base Ball Clnb if it isn't. 
-Now we have found out what use can 
be made of the surplus young gentlemen in 
the institution. They can take turns drag-
ging the young ladies round on the milk-
cart. 
-"Geese'' is the rather odd appellation 
given by a Sophomore to one of our fresh-
man ladies. Wonder if he calls her that be-
cause a certain kind of animals like to catch 
such birds. 
-Young musician talking of instruments: 
"I like the Reed organ better than any other 
kind don't you:" 
·Freshman (}entleman: "Oh. I don't care 
which I listen too, if its only a Good one." 
-What are things corning to? The last 
terrible news reaches us that one of the stu-
dents has become so barbaroiis as to attempt 
hanging:a young lady's scalp to his watch 
chain. 
One sutnmcr nig·ht when all was still, 
A Junior sh:mted witn right good will, 
As he leaned far ont 011 the window s 11, 
"Hern1ine, c 1me to the frodt. 
The Proct0r ! ,ok~d up with his blanrle ,t smile, 
And that Junior wont in for a little while. 
-Two of the Sophomore gen tel men don't 
believe in ··goin' a fishin'' under the broiliug 
sun. "ith line often suspended in mid air. 
as some boys do, so they engaged in this 
sport one day under the inspiring influence 
of the cool breezes, soft light and sweet 
fragance of four o'clock in trie morning. For 
some reason or other the tish didu 't bite, 
thought. 
-·The law suit in the Philomathean half 
proved such a strong attraction to outsid -
em, that we fear those societies who did not 
have a quorum that evening will be obliged 
to sue some of their absent members for 
breach of promise. 
-,Junior lady to Senior.-"Oh, we Juniors 
know all about that." 
Senior Lady.-"Yes, what don't the Jun-
iors know." 
Junior Lady .-"That'sJust what they don't 
know." Conversation ceases. 
-" Who broke that hole in your window?" 
asks a certain Senior. "\Ve don't know 
exactly, but think: probablv it was that kind 
of a bug the Professor of Entomology told 
about, which feeds off of poles in the leaves 
of currant bushes." 
History came near being furnished with a 
Geneva of the opposite sex in the person of 
one of our best students the other day. 
Those Thesis chests are so seldom investiga-
ted that if the librarian hadn't chanced to 
pass that way, who knows what might have 
been? 
-The Cliolians were startled out of their 
usual calm demeanor one evening by the 
thrilling announcment of a Cresent cousin. 
that the gas-house was on fire! They walk-
ed slowly and quietly back to their hall 
when they saw the gas house had diminish-
in size to that of a dry goods box. 
This is the coat all tattered and torn 
Tilat f, II from that young man all forlorn, 
As he ju11'ped the fence in fearful flight, . 
When 110 stole those apples that dreadful night. 
This is the m~iden neverforlorn, 
Who mended the eoat all tattered and torn. 
And the owner did send her some app!e~ back 
wl1ich she" ate with much joy, but gave him the 
saclr. 
-The Junior yong ladies think it's a good 
idea to know the difference between surloin 
steak and round, so under the management 
of Mrs. Welch they paid a visit to the city 
meat-market one afternoon for the purpose 
of ascertaining this and other valuable in-
formation. From the expression of their 
faces as the "bns" drove up we would infer 
they possess foe happy faculty of combining 
pleasure with business. 
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THE PRESIDEN'.r AND SENIOR CLASS. After wishing the class an abundance of 
The last meeting of President Welch with 
the Senior class was one long to be remem-
bered by all present. Knowing, as they did, 
that they would not again have the pleasure 
of meeting as President and students, and 
feeling that on the part of some the parting 
might be forever, made it the more mterest-
ing and impressive. 
The resolutions given below having been 
pre,·iously adopted by the class were, after 
a few appropriate introductory remarks by 
the class President, read and presented to 
President Welch. 
Upon receiving this memorial of the es-
teem and regard in which he was held by 
the cla"s, he arose and made a brief, but 
touching response. in words that could not 
fail to impress the feelings and sincerity of 
the speaker on those who had learned to 
look to him for advice. He said he had 
never fully reached the ideal of his life and 
that he expected to die with the desidera-
tum not quite attained; that he had, and 
always would regret that he had not more 
nearly attained the standard to which he 
had aspired, and that he had not done more 
for the world and humanity. He further 
said, that, although he had been engaged 
in various laudable enterprises during his 
life, the work he had accomplished m help-
ing to bring the Iowa Agricultural College 
up to its present eminent position among 
the industrial institutions of America was 
the most gratifying of all. He said he had 
been connected with it from the beginning, 
fourteen years in all, and had thus far con-
ferred the diplomas on every graduating 
class during that time. Ile regretted that 
with this, his last class, he could only be 
present in his thoughts. 
He then said that he thanked the class 
most sincerely for the sympathy and co-op-
eration they had always shown him and for 
this last expression of their affection and 
esteem. He felt that his association with 
the class and especially of this last hour 
would be among the most pleasa11t of his 
recollections that he should carry with him, 
and that next to the facult/ he looked to 
the Senior class for the successful comple-
tion of the the present collegiate year. 
success during the remainder of their Col-
lege work and invoking a blessing upon 
them during their future life, he took each 
member cordially by the hand and bade 
them God speed and an affectionate fare-
well, and as they silently separated all felt 
that the memories of that hour would ever 
be cherished as among the dearest of their 
lifetime. 
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT. 
WHEREAS, The interests of our natonal 
educational system, as well as the local 
ones of our own institution, have demanded 
the absence of President Welch during 
the remainder of the collegiate year, we, 
the members of the senior class, in apprecia-
tion of the many kindnesses of which we 
have been the recipients, during our asso-
ciation of the past four years, do adopt the 
following resolutions of respect: 
1. That we tender to him our sincere 
~ratitude for the interest he has manifested 
m our welfare during that time, socially 
morally and intellectually, and that we feel 
that whatever of worth we have accomplish-
ed while here has been largely indebted to 
his influencQ and example, and that when 
we ~!lter upon the field of practical life we 
can fully rely for success and merit upon 
the principles which he has taught us lie at 
the base of all true manhood. 
2d. That we recognize in him an able, 
earnest teacher, a thorough disciplinarian 
and efficient executivi.. The interest he has 
evinced in educational work and especially 
in the promotion ofthe welfare of this insti-
tution, is highly commendable and is worthy 
of and should elicit the hearty co-operation 
of every educational worker in our state. 
3~. That while we reg1:et his absence, nec-
essitated by the prospective tour, we heartily 
commend the enterprise and extend to him 
onr heartiest wishes, that the undertaking 
may be accompanied throughout with pleas-
ure and profit both to himself, our College 
and the Nation; and 
Further, That during his absence and in 
our future life we will attempt to maintain 
that dignity of purpose and adherence to 
right as shall reflect credit upon oursell'es, 
the class to which we belong, and to the 
instruction we represent. 
4th. That a copy of these resolutions be 
pre,;ented to the President; also that copies 
br- furnished the College AURORA and State 
R,,11ister for publication. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
.J. R.. McKrn:, } 




Miss Smalley's father and brother paid the 
college a short visit recently. 
J. R. McKim has been away for a week or 
ALUMNI. 
'72. J.C. Arthur, of Charles City, teacher 
of Botany in the summer school of science 
in Wieconsin, spent a few days at the college 
this fall. 
two visiting the fair we believe. 
Mr. Stockman, after an absence of a few '81. Miss Nelhe Bell is spending her sum-
mer vacation at her home in Clarence. She days, is now going the accustomed rounds 
again. returns to teach in the LaPorte schools this 
fall. 
Misses Smith, Lane and 
school last week to remain 
fair. 
McNeacan left 
until after the 
-Miss Ida Lacy, of Marshalltown, spent 
the Sabbath at the college with her friend 
'72-'75. Mr. and Mrs. Foster and family, 
of Monticello, stopped at the college on their 
way home from Missouri. Mrs. Foster was 
formerly known as Miss "Lu" Curtiss. 
Miss Hice. 'SI. "Hop" is just the salvation of the 
-w. D. -wens and C. IL Sloan have each local editor. Whenever the Alumni depart-
received short calls from relatives during ment is in danger of falling short, he shows 
the past month. his good-humored face at the College again, 
The mother of C. I. Lor beer is at present and we have the pleasure of telling people 
writing, spending a few days at the college about it. We were glad to welcome Mr. 
on a visit to her son. Colby at the same time. 
Mr. Reid, of the Freshman class was 'SO. From the Reporter, Keokuk county, 
quite seriously injured in a game of leap- we read the following: "Supt. McGrew is 
frog. He has gone home, now, to recruit. as yet, no better. His physician states that 
l\fr. McElroy was called home a short time his condition is as favorable as he conld ex-
ago on account of the serious illness of his pect in a seriou.s case of typhoid fever." 
sister, who, we are sorry to learn, died Also, "Miss Lane, one of the formal instruc-
shortly after his arrival there. He has the -tors is acting deputy county Superintendent. 
sympathy of all. She is a lady of fine culture and marked 
Misses Hainer and McCleary, two of our ability, and, of course, her work will not 
best students, have left school to impart be characterized by negative virtues." 
their knowledge to the rising generation. 
\Ve are very sorry to lose them, but live in 
hopes of greeting their pleasant faces again 
in the spring. 
Mr. Grace took a place, with his old ac-
customed grace, at the Junior table a few 
weeks ago; he stopped off to visit old friends 
and classmates while on his way back to 
the Southwestern part of the State, where 
he is engaged in business. 
CLIPPINGS. 
They are afraid of a water famine in Alex-
andria; come to Iowa; you can't get any-
thing else. 
Is your calling one which the world calls 
mean or humble'( Strive to ennoble it by 
mixing brains with it, as Opie did with his 
colors. 
Mr. Herman Reeve a former member of A youth of hibernian extract10n, in chop-
class_, '83 gave us a passing glimpse as he ping wood with a hatchet the other day was 
was returning on his way from the conven- so unfortunate as to grace the thumb of his 
tion, where he was sent as delegate. He re- left hand, with which he was steadying the 
cently graduated from the law school at piece of krndling he was chopping. Rue-
Iowa City, and soon goes to \Vashington, D. fully gazing at the injured member. he ex-
C.,as;he has a position in the pension office. claimed: "Begorra it was a good thing I 
His sister accompanied him home for the , did not have hold of the handle with both 
purpose of visiting friends a few days. j hands, or I would have chopped it off, sure." 
